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• eMentoring: connects high school physics educators who desire additional guidance 
• ComPADRE: digital physics and astronomy collections
• Career Center: on-line resume postings, ads, inquiries and interviews
• Physics Review Special Topics
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• Paul W. Zitzewitz Award for Excellence in Pre-College  
Physics Teaching
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Undergraduate Physics Teaching
• John David Jackson Award for Excellence in Graduate  
Physics Education
National Meetings
• Held bi-annually, winter and summer 
• Talks by internationally known physicists and educators
• Research and teaching presentations
• Professional development sessions
• Workshops for Continuing Education Units (CEU)
• Apparatus Competition
Workshops & Conferences
• Physics Department Chairs Conference
• Workshops for New and Experienced Physics & Astronomy 
Faculty: twice yearly training for physics and  
astronomy faculty
AAPT makes me a better teacher, but it’s more complicated than that. AAPT provides a forum 
not only for improvement but for questioning our practice. Attending an AAPT meeting 
inspired two other teachers and myself to start EnergyTeachers.org. I go back to AAPT every 
year for new inspiration. — Shawn Reeves, EnergyTeachers.org
aapt.org
  
Fermi Questions Larry Weinstein, Column EditorOld Dominion University, Norfolk, VA 23529; 
weinstein@odu.edu
w Question 2: Tug of war
What is the rope-tension in a tug of war contest?  
How much energy is stored in the rope? (Thanks to 
Bob Friedhoffer of sciencetrix.com for suggesting the 
question.)
Look for the answers online at tpt.aapt.org. 
Question suggestions are always welcome! For more 
Fermi questions and answers, see Guesstimation 2.0: 
Solving Today's Problems on the Back of a Napkin, 
by Lawrence Weinstein (Princeton University Press, 
2012). 
w Question 1: Too many mosquitoes
How many mosquitoes would it take to drain a person 
of blood?  (Thanks to Stephanie Hayes, Dane Schoelen, 
and Emily Vittitow from my Oklahoma Scholar-Leader-
ship Enrichment Program (OSLEP) class for suggesting 
the question.) 
 And the Survey Says ...
Susan C. White
American Institute of Physics 
Statistical Research Center 
College Park, MD 20740; swhite@aip.org
Physics bachelor’s degree recipients employed in STEM fields
We survey physics degree recipients one year after they have earned their degree to learn what they are do-ing. Our data show that over half 
(54%) of recent physics bachelor’s degree 
recipients enroll in graduate school after 
graduating—with over 40% of this group 
studying something other than physics 
or astronomy. The remaining degree re-
cipients were either employed (41%) or 
seeking employment (5%). Eighty percent 
of the employed group were working in 
STEM fields.
Solving technical problems and work-
ing on a team are skills used regularly by 
nearly every employed physics bachelor’s 
degree recipient. The next most widely 
used skills are technical writing, quality 
control, managing projects, and program-
ming. The fact that recent graduates use 
these skills widely suggests that educators 
should help students strengthen them. For 
more reports on what students who earn 
bachelor’s degrees in physics do upon graduating, visit www.aip.org/statistics/employment/bachelors. 
Susan White is the Assistant Director of the Statistical Research Center at the American Institute of Physics; she can 
be reached at swhite@aip.org. Data resources are available at www.aip.org/statistics. 





Work on a Team
Solve Technical Problems
% using skill regularly
Percentages represent the physics bachelors from the classes of 2013 & 2014 
combined who chose “daily”, “weekly” or “monthly” on a four-point scale that 
also included “never or rarely”.  
                           www.aip.org/statistics
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